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Conceptual approach to studying RRI
 RRI framework by Stilgoe et al. -> RRI dimensions
 Anticipation
 Inclusion
 Reflexivity
 Responsiveness
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Dimensions of RRI
Anticipation
Anticipating potential
developments, changes, impacts
and uncertainties, making use of
systematic thinking and foresight
methods

Reflexivity
Consideration of (own) underlying
assumptions, motivations, values,
role and impacts of actions

RRI
Inclusion
From public engagement to userdriven innovation, continuous
inclusion of diverse stakeholders
in R&I from an early stage
onwards

Responsiveness
Change shape or direction of R&I
in response to stakeholder values
/ insights from the former
dimensions

Stilgoe, et al., 2013
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Conceptual approach to studying RRI
 RRI framework by Stilgoe et al. -> RRI dimensions
 Anticipation
 Inclusion
 Reflexivity
 Responsiveness

 De-facto governance of RRI in the making
(ResAgora, Walhout et al. 2016)
 How are features of RRI conditioned?
 Innovation process and governance
 regional innovation networks
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Empirical approach
How is Responsible Research and Innovation enabled in innovation
processes for developing digital health care technologies?
How is this related to regional characteristics and networks?
Case studies:
2 technologies supporting
independent living of elderly:
1. CareConnect: user-driven,
bottom-up innovation

Data sources:
 Project documents
 16 Interviews with
stakeholders involved in
the cases / regional health
care innovation

2. eCare: technology-oriented
innovation
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‘CareConnect’

CareConnect

Digital platform to
support communication
between care network
of elderly
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Healthcare in the Netherlands

Based on ‘Innovatieroutes in de zorg’, Ruud Janssen, 2014

Healthcare in the Netherlands
System for the ‘law
societal support’ (wmo)

‘eCare’

Differences in
guiding vision!

sensoring environment and
apps aimed at stimulating
healthy lifestyle of elderly &
chronically ill - addressing
mainly individual patient
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Innovation process
CareConnect

Starting point
• policy change -> closing care home
• local care centre: what’s the problem?
• -> independent foundation
• Patient central, owner of data
Technology
• existing software, designer familiar with care situation
• iterative adaptation to user feedback
• ‘less is more’ design for diverse user groups
• Distribution and support via CC

Implementation & Expansion
• Local pilot – village – further municipalities, expansion along regional (care) networks
• Insurances and reimbursement, GPs essential
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Starting point
• policy change -> closing care home
• local care centre: what’s the problem?
• -> independent foundation
• Patient central, owner of data
Technology
• existing software, designer familiar with care situation
• iterative adaptation to user feedback
• ‘less is more’ design for diverse user groups
• Distribution and support via OZO

Innovation process OZO

Implementation & Expansion
• Local pilot – village – further municipalities, expansion along regional (care) networks
• Insurances and reimbursement, GPs essential
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Innovation process
CareConnect

Starting point
• policy change -> closing care home
• local care centre: what’s the problem?
• -> independent foundation
• Patient central, owner of data
Technology
• existing software, designer familiar with care situation
• iterative adaptation to user feedback
• ‘less is more’ design for diverse user groups
• Distribution and support via CC

Implementation & Expansion
• Local pilot – village – further municipalities, expansion along regional (care) networks
• Insurances and reimbursement, GPs essential
Use experience
• Improves communication, also with family, not dependent on
patient’s memory, more autonomy for patients?
• Carers better informed before arrival
• Less work pressure for GPs
• Reduction of emergencies
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Innovation process
CareConnect

Starting point
• policy change -> closing care home
• local care centre: what’s the problem?
• -> independent foundation
• Patient central, owner of data
Technology
• existing software, designer familiar with care situation
• iterative adaptation to user feedback
• ‘less is more’ design for diverse user groups
• Distribution and support via OZO
Perspectives
New user groups: youth, psychiatric care
Implementation & Expansion
Adapt for low literate
• Local pilot – village – further municipalities, expansion along regional (care) networks
New parties as hospitals
• Insurances and reimbursement, GPs essential
New features (video calls)
Measuring devices
Use experience
• Improves communication, also with family, not dependent on
patient’s memory
• Carers better informed before arrival
• Less work pressure for GPs
• Reduction of emergencies
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Starting point
• European call ICT for health
• Builds on network of researchers &
clinicians (13 partners, 12 countries)
• specific expertise reflected in project
(MCI, COPD, activity stimulation,
Technology development
user requirements)
• Focus state-of-the art technology / apps
• 9 mio EUR project
• Platform for multiple apps, cloud computing
• User requirements based on prior experience, personas, scenarios
• Later focus groups in different countries,
results difficult to implement in project context
• Redesign of interface (rather than connection for carers)
• User tests with prototype

Innovation process
eCare

Commercialization
• Transferred to spin-off company located centrally in EU
• Redesign of software
• 2 implementation / financing paths exploited: consumer
product or service for organizations, healthcare or
lifestyle product?
15
• European market targeted

Comparison of characteristics of modes of innovation
CareConnect

eCare

User-led

Researcher-led

Problem-driven

technology-driven

Support of care network related to
individual patients

Focus on individual patients /
(medical parameters)

Existing technology

Innovative technology

Continuous adaptation to user
needs (in use)

Identification of user needs separate
step

Local-regional, bottom-up process

International project (local ‘anchors’)

(small)stepwise upscaling, regional /
national scope

International scope
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CareConnect
Anticipation
Anticipation
Focus on current developments
future perspectives more relevant
for health insurers, municipality
no systematic approach

Reflexivity
Client-centered approach,
values reflected in design and
implementation,
rather intuitive than systematic

CareConnect
& RRI
Inclusion
Recurring inclusion of clients, care
givers, … via focus groups
learn from use practice

Responsiveness
feedback from users is embedded in
the design of the system

eCare
Anticipation
Shared vision of integrative cloudbased platform -> large IT partners,
fictive ‘personas’ & use scenarios to
anticipate user requirements

Reflexivity
Focus on user groups explored in
former projects, user interface (i.e.
technology

eCare & RRI

Inclusion
Medical partners, EU reviewers
require to involve culturally diverse
‘real’ potential users, yet late in the
process

Responsiveness
Feedback of users has little
influence during EU project;
interface redesign

Conclusion
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CareConnect vs. eCare
 Emergent, unfolding, local process vs. highly structured, rather pathdependent, distributed process
 Problem-driven project so far more successful than technology- and
excellence-oriented approach
 Problematize dominant eHealth visions – from patients & measuring to
care networks and communication
 Innovation design, process and spreading of CareConnect clearly shaped
by close-knit local and regional health care networks
RRI
 Pre-defined innovation process constrains certain dimensions of RRI
(responsiveness), compared to explorative, flexible process
 Other dimensions of RRI framework facilitated to different degrees
 -> Further research on process and framework conditions for RRI
 RRI as ‘add-on’ to common project structures problematic
 Indications of changing roles and interactions in the care process
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